Application brief
PREMIERONE RESPONDER LOCATION

IMPROVE SAFETY
AND MAKE BETTER
DISPATCH DECISIONS
GET A REAL-TIME VIEW WITH PREMIERONE RESPONDER LOCATION

Knowing the precise location of your responders is not only essential for their safety,
but also for the safety of your community. Since first responders are often away from
their vehicles, on foot or using transportation not equipped with GPS, their true location
can be inaccurate or unknown, leading to slower responses and impaired safety.
Integrating secure Motorola public safety radio networks and GPS-equipped radios
with our GIS-based PremierOne™ Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) and Mobile
applications gives you greater visibility to your entire operation. Supervisors and
dispatchers see an improved real-time view of resources for increased situational
awareness and better dispatch decisions. When responders need help, you know
exactly where to send back-up. The result is faster and more coordinated responses,
smarter decisions and safer outcomes.
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INTEGRATING POWERFUL PLATFORMS
Real-time location information from the field flows across
the operation resulting in improved responses, awareness
and responder safety when you leverage the combination
of the Motorola PremierOne™ applications platform,
ASTRO® 25 Integrated Voice and Data (IV&D) or HPD
systems and Motorola GPS-equipped radios.

CONTROL RESOURCE VISIBILITY
Administrators can configure the roles with permission to
view responder locations on PremierOne CAD and Mobile
maps, allowing you to manage the resource visibility you
need for your agency and responders.

IMPROVING INCIDENT RESPONSE
PremierOne is Motorola’s powerful suite of CAD, Mobile,
Records and Jail applications specifically designed for
the public safety environment. With GPS information
provided by our Responder Location solution, PremierOne
CAD helps dispatchers make better incident response
decisions. Additionally, supervisors using PremierOne
Mobile have a clear picture of current activities and can
further ensure efficient resource deployment.

QUICK VIEW MAPPING
PremierOne mapping creates a real-time view of
resources and active incidents for a complete picture of
organizational deployment, heightened awareness and
robust incident and unit management. Configurable map
icons provide at-a-glance visual indicators to confirm if
a resource is in or out of their vehicle, as well as their
location and agency type. Mousing over the icon quickly
displays additional details such as first name, last name,
unit ID and incident type for immediate confirmation of
responder information.

EMERGENCY ACTIVATION OVERRIDE
We understand that first responder safety is paramount,
so if an emergency button is activated or an on-demand
poll occurs, the last received position is immediately
displayed and a location update is initiated. Location
updates continue based on the cadence configured for the
responder’s unit status.

OPTIMIZED BANDWIDTH UTILIZATION
Optimization is a key consideration for your network.
That’s why we’ve implemented several configurations
and options to help you manage utilization and conserve
bandwidth. For instance, you can receive positioning from
either the GPS-equipped portable radio or the in-vehicle
GPS, depending on the responder’s status, eliminating
duplication of positioning updates. Additionally, you have
the flexibility and control to establish position update
intervals on several levels, including:
• Unit status
• Incident type
• Priority type
• Distance traveled
• On demand by dispatcher or supervisor
• Radio emergency button activation

ENABLING MORE MOBILE
ENVIRONMENTS
Some mobile environments are more challenging to
enable for GPS. Our Responder Location solution is ideal
for deployments where Motorola GPS portable radios are
used such as foot patrol, motorcycles, marine, bicycles,
mounted patrol and ATVs. All of your resources can now
easily be located and more effectively utilized across your
community.

ONE REAL-TIME VIEW FOR SMARTER, FASTER DECISIONS
Only Motorola delivers next generation Integrated Command solutions that provide intuitive, real-time convergence,
integration and management of voice, data and video. Our solutions give you a unified operational view of incidents
that helps deliver faster, safer and more effective response. To learn how PremierOne Responder Location can help you
enhance the capabilities and safety of your emergency services personnel, contact your Motorola representative or visit
motorolasolutions.com/integratedcommand.
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